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Island Calendar
Submit your event: eMail: news@discoveryislands.ca • fax: 285-2236 • drop-off: 701 Cape Mudge Rd.
The Regulars
• Quadra Legion - Now open Thurs & Fri at 7 pm and Saturdays at 4:00pm
• Every Monday - Parent and Tots 9:30 am - noon Q.C.C.
- Sing for Pure Joy!   3 - 4:30 pm Room 3 Q.C.C. All Voices Welcome.
- Kidz Klub 3 - 4:30 pm Quadra Island Bible Church, 1281 West Rd.
• Every Tuesday- Quadra Children’s Song Circle - 3 - 4:00 p.m. Room 3 Q.C.C.
- Al-anon meeting, 7.30 pm at the Children’s Centre

• Every Thursday - Parent and Tots 9:30 am - noon Q.C.C.
-Yoga Classes 9-11 AM and 5-7 PM with Brenda Dempsey at the
Upper Realm, QCove. 285-3054 or 203-1575 Drop ins welcome $12.
- Prayer Meeting, 7:00pm at Quadra Island Bible Church

- Live Jazz at HBI 6:30 pm
• 1st Monday - Quadra writers group - 7:00 to 9:00 pm 285-3656
• 1st and 3rd Wednesday - Food Bank 1-2 Community Centre

Next Deadline: Monday, March 9 , 2009
th

Q.I.C.C.
Show starts 7:45 pm

Saturday, February 28
- BC’s Serengeti - The Flathead			
Q.I.C.C.
presented by Sierra Quadra Doors open at 7:00 presentation starts at 7:30 pm

Wednesday, March 4
- Free Money                                     		
11:30 a.m. to Noon

- Life Drawing Sessions with model at Firesign Studio 7-9:30 pm

- Buddhist Meditation 10:00 am Upper Realm

Friday, February 27
- Friday Flicks - Frozen River			
Doors open 7:30 pm 				

Sunday, March 1
- Bute Inlet power project - Public Town Hall meeting Q.I.C.C.
11am to 4pm

- Folkdancing QCC-7:30 pm Sept-April
• Every Wednesday - Moms and Babes 11 am - noon Q.C.C.
- Community Lunch noon Q.I.C.C.

• Every Saturday - Legion Meat Draw 5:00 pm, Steak Dinner at 6:30pm
• Every Sunday ‑ QI United Church Service-11am, Set. - June 		
Family Worship Service 10:30am Quadra Island Bible Church

Day by day

-

Q.I.C.C.

- Free Wood
1 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.                          		

Q.I.C.C.

- Free Meditation Instruction
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.                      		

Upper Realm, Q. Cove

Friday, March 6
- Dinner with David Suzuki ‘Big Picture Analysis’
reservations 250-285-3322

Herons at the HBI

Saturday, March 7
- International Women’s Day potluck		
Starting at 6 pm

Q.I.C.C.

Monday March 9
- Garden Club presents Shane Tillapaugh 		
our gardens as a natural ecosystem		
Sunday, March 8
- Sacred Circle Dance 			
1-3 pm

Q.I.C.C.
7 pm
Q.I.C.C.

Saturday, March 14
- Garage Sale				
Quadra Legion
Rain or shine 10 am To rent a table Amanda at 285-3612 or Chris at 285-2207
- Patricia O’Callaghan, Cabaret singer                  
QICC
presented by Quadra Cultural Committee 		
8:00 pm
Island Calendar online: w w w. d i s c ove r y i s l a n d e r. c a
A real resident of Bute Inlet who’s
home and food supply are threatened by an
exploitative, greed-driven hydro project that
will weaken our sovereignty and threaten
existing and future local employment.
Photo by an unashamedly biased: Philip Stone

www.discoveryislander.ca
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T

his will need to be a
quick report as Philip
is holding the presses
for me! I am a day late due to the
meetings of the past two days.

that it will most likely be used to
promote more growth and have no
impact on the reduction of fossil
fuel use. This is a debate that could
go on for much more space than I
have in this report!

I am only going to speak of
one topic in this issue since we
My point is, that the Bute Inlet
are approaching the March 1st project is not the right project and
town hall meeting at the Quadra not in the right place. There are
Community Centre.
better alternative technologies for
Town Hall Meeting - Bute producing sustainable power in
Inlet power project - Sunday, greater quantities and that can be
March 1st, 11a.m. to 3 p.m. placed in areas that will not destroy
at the Community Centre - such an incredible ecosystem.
There is no need to sacrifice the
LUNCH SERVED!
ecological values of Bute Inlet and
I have been completely consumed the watersheds emptying into it,
with this issue for the past two nor to destroy the spiritual values
months. For those of you have that are part and parcel of the
been following this issue in my area. There is another compelling
previous reports, you are aware of reason to preserve this wilderness
the controversy. For those who are area; many small businesses that
unfamiliar with the project, please add millions of dollars to our
visit ButeInlet.net for a description local economy will be adversely
and for various resource materials. impacted and may even be forced
This is a huge development. It to cease operation due to the
is in the magnitude of the Site C degradation of the values that
hydro dam that is proposed and is people go there to enjoy. We have
the largest run-of-the-river project worked together for the past twenty
to date. It will impact Bute Inlet, years to diversify our economy and
the Homathco, Southgate and the result is a thriving eco-tourism
Oroford Rivers with more than 17 and recreational economy that
generating stations, many miles of employs many local people and has
roads and infrastructure and 440 kept our communities vibrant. We
kilometres of major transmission must preserve this area.
lines.
Preservation does not mean
I think that most of you are sticking our heads in the sand with
aware of the pending global climate regard to global climate change.
change issue. Our dependance We must at the same time that we
on fossil fuels has brought us to oppose this project, insist that our
the edge of irreversible negative provincial government embark on
impact. Our reluctance to conserve an immediate planning process for
at a global level has exacerbated both alternative power production
this situation. Our continuing and for transmission of that power
consumptive habits and need for by the least destructive means.
“growth” are doing nothing to help This process will consider the need
the situation. The need for change for the power, the best possible
is immediate.
technology to be pursued and the
Having said all of that, I will say best location for each. Without this
that producing alternative energy type of planning process we will
sources is extremely important. be forced to come out and defend
The power produced by alternative ecosystem after ecosystem. We
sources MUST be used to reduce would be much better off spending
the power that is being produced our time getting the best bang for
by burning fossil fuels. This our buck and getting to work on
argument is being used in the installing new alternative energy
case of Bute Inlet. However, we sources. We must also aggressively
have no assurance that the power pursue conservation measures,
produced will be used to reduce locally, regionally and globally.
the continuing use of fossil fuels Reduction of fossil fuel use is
for producing power. I would argue paramount.
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I would encourage each and
every one of you to come out to one
of the more important meetings
of the year. The Environmental
Assessment Office will be there
to hear your concerns and this
will help to guide the process to
the next level of review which
is a Joint Panel Review at the
Federal government level. This
is a much more thorough look at
the issues and will allow for more
public input, public hearings and
informed scientific studies. Your
attendance at this meeting will
help to make that happen. The
meeting will be recorded so that
your comments will not be lost.
The one in Campbell River was
not recorded.
As I mentioned in the last report,
Quadra, Cortes and the outer
islands and inlets will now get their
say at this stage of the process. I
am very pleased to have been able
to get this meeting and I hope that
we will have an overflow crowd. I
am depending on you to make it
so. Bring your friends, neighbours
and relatives! With overwhelming
public concern we may be able to
stop or slow this project so that it
can have a more proper Federal
review. This is not only about
Bute Inlet. This is about the rest
of the coast as well. It won’t stop
here!. Loughborough and Knight
Inlets are next and applications are
already in process.
So, once again, PLEASE
ATTEND this very important
meeting
That is it for this issue. Feel
free to call me between the hours
of 8:30 am and 7:00 pm, Monday
through Friday (not on weekends,
folks!) at 285-3355, or you can
fax me at 285-3533 or you can
email me anytime at abramfam@
oberon.ark.com , or by mail at Box
278 in the Cove, V0P 1N0... Lots
of choices!
Respectfully submitted,
Jim Abram
Director, Discovery Islands Mainland Inlets (Area C), SRD

www.discoveryislander.ca

Island Forum
Say your piece: eMail: news@discoveryislands.ca • fax: 285-2236 • drop-off: 701 Cape Mudge Rd.
Dear Children,
Bute Inlet, 2010.

Helluva Name

What is in a name? Surely
a corporation chooses a name
carefully because the name informs
We, your fathers, mothers,
the world of the company’s purpose,
grandparents are sorry that
attitude and activities, and it targets
we sold our beautiful rivers
a particular customer base.
of the northern coast range in
Take the name “Plutonic Power
Toba Valley, BC. We knew BC
Coast’s were unique with their Corporation” and see the images
magnificent pristine coastline, it conjures up, the information it
their high and rugged mountains, delivers about the company. The
and their splendid rivers rushing root of Plutonic is Pluto, god of
down to meet the ocean. We the Underworld, Hades, World of
k n ew T h e H o m a t h ko R i ve r the Dead. There are five rivers in
with its canyon carved through Hades: the river of Hate, the River
the crest of the coast range held of Woe, the River of Lamentation,
and fed a thriving grizzly bear the River of Fire and the River of
population, feeding yearly on Forgetfulness. Pluto is also the god
of wealth.
its salmon.
As Plutonic Power is a developer
Children, we knew this land
for its beauty and its age, but of hydro power projects in the upper
Plutonic Power Corp. came along realm, in the earthly paradise of Bute
with its partner General Electric Inlet and the unroaded wilderness of
spending $600 million for the ice fields and coastal mountain ridges,
network of run-of–river hydro we can wonder if this astounding
projects. This is the biggest beauty is the Persephone that will
Private Power development in be abducted into the darkness of
Canadian history, with its 17 industrial exploitation. Certainly,
generating sites on the high the peasants who once believed that
creeks above the Homathko, this Paradise belonged to them, will
Southgate, and Oxford Rivers. suffer the Woe of their loss, call out in
Guess what children? Plutonic Lamentation to the decision makers,
Power Corp. expanded dirt roads Hate the thieves, throw Fire at their
and added the airstrip in Oxford government and fight the mind
Bay, no not to view the bears numbing media who will try to lull
and other natural wildlife, but them into a Forgetfulness of their
to carry all the heavy equipment, loss. Meanwhile, Pluto’s namesake
will gather in the riches and wealth
trucks and other materials.
that once belonged to the people.
Children, we watched the
This is a very good image to
death of wildlife because its
home was destroyed by man. The portray to the Californian customers
most startling happening was the who will be buying the company’s
speed in which the destruction electricity. Pluto has managed rivers
for all time, implying experience
was accomplished.
that Plutonic Power doesn’t actually
Children, we are sorry
have. Pluto’s rivers in Hades are not
yo u c a n n o t ex p e r i e n c e t h i s
attractive to tourists or kayakers and
wilderness as we once knew
support very little wildlife, other
it, we knew it to be one of the
than Harpies, but the customers
top most spectacular places on
haven’t been to Bute Inlet so they
this planet, but we sold it, we
won’t appreciate the contrast or
sold it to produce energy for
be troubled by the environmental
California. Children, please
devastation necessary to ship the
believe that many residents
luxury power to their own arid and
of British Columbia are truly
despoiled landscape. The whole
sorry.
process is driven by the search for
Ashamed,
wealth and Plutonic’s ‘god of wealth’
brand will entice investors like
Margot Wood.
America’s General Electric and the
www.discoveryislander.ca

governments who habitually suck
riches from the people.
With his devilish reputation,
Pluto is expected to do mischief in
the world and so Plutonic Power’s
future plans for their rivers could
also be expected to be dubious.  As
P.P.’s president told the San Francisco
Money Show, run of the river hydro
is “infirm” and seasonally unreliable
so it would be best to back it up by
a more constant supplier such as
nuclear energy. This makes sense as
the transmission lines will already be
in place, a nuclear reactor needs lots of
water and it wants to be where there
are not too many people to notice
leaks. In short order, our rivers could
be as lifeless as the rivers of Hades.
Plutonic Power Corporation
has chosen a good honest name,
(even though it can be felt as a slap
in the face by the common people),
because the name neatly implies
the company’s purpose, attitudes
and activities.
Judith Wright

Click back
Results of last
issue’s online poll

Regarding
industrial
development in
Bute Inlet:
A) We don’t need it, no
way, no how:
17%
B) Rivers shouldn’t be
in private hands: 35%
C) Environmental impact
will be too great:
14%
D) Jobs are more
important than bears: 4%
E) Bute Inlet should be
declared a park: 13%
F) Energy conservation
should come first: 9%
G) None of the above: 8%
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Wilderness vs. Carbon, and
the Ethics of Green Energy
Before we blast ahead with
Independent power producers
have laid claim to more than 700 this wholesale degradation of
rivers in BC, leaving communities our rivers, there needs to be a
torn between sacrificing bigger, comprehensive, province
watersheds, and low carbon energy wide process. How much do we
production. As vast wilderness sacrifice in order to lower carbon
areas come up for development, emissions?
Say yes to a moratorium on
private Run of River development
Is it BC’s responsibility to and a province wide review on
provide North America with low renewable energy. This needs
to be a thought out, democratic
carbon energy?
process—not a gold rush gone
If we decide to take on that berserk. Tell the Premier (again).
responsibility, should we turn this
Ralph Keller
very important issue over to private
Read Island
corporations like Plutonic Power,
General Electric, and Ledcor?
many communities are asking
some tough questions.    

The corporations lining up to
develop low carbon energy from
our rivers aren’t doing this out of
the goodness of their hearts. This
is not about saving the world; this
is about money—lots of it.
Do we degrade further our
wilderness ecosystems so people
can go on consuming vast amounts
of power, and living (by global
standards) an unsustainable
and destructive lifestyle? What
evidence is there that we’ll see
any significant overall reduction
in carbon emissions--even if all 700
project applications go ahead? Will
we simply end up with more power
and less wilderness?  
There is no serious political will
anywhere in the world, least of all
North America to deal with climate
change. The current economic
crisis is telling. The economy
trumps everything. The average
North American is still talking
about jobs and energy security—
not climate change. Look at the
grief a miniscule carbon tax is
bringing the BC Liberals, and the
NDP doesn’t have the political
courage to even consider one!
A proposed carbon tax hurt the
Federal Liberal’s chance to win
seats in the last election.
Before we degrade our remaining
wilderness ecosystems to produce
power for export from our rivers,
perhaps North Americans can show
they are serious about reducing
energy needs, and propping up an
unsustainable automobile industry
with billions of dollars is not a
good start!
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HUMMINGBIRD

HUMMINGBIRD will
print your QIVG insert for just
.49 cents per copy! Bring your
pre-designed page to us. If you
don’t have the time to pre-design
your page just ask us! Questions
please call 285-3334 ask for
Christi or Lara.
Join Hummingbird Office
& Art Supply on Tuesday March
10th from 7-9 at our next Card
Making Class. Spice up your
handmade cards using brad
fasteners and embellishments!
$20/person all supplies included.
Space is limited; Please call
285-3334 to register.

HEALTH - WELLNESS
FREE NUTRITION
WORKSHOP
Tiered of diets? the Vitalis
Wellness Centre will be hosting
a general nutrition session
information session with a
registered dietitian
This session will provide
general guidelines, while
highlighting easy tips on how
to change our eating habits.
The session is geared towards
those wanting to start thinking
about why we eat as well as what
we eat. Healthy recipes will be
provided for young and old !

HEALTH - WELLNESS
WEST ROAD YOGA
SPRING SESSION
with Ann Toelle

March 3-June 2, Tues/Thurs.
9a.m-10:30. Thursday evenings
5-6:30
Traditional Hatha Yoga,
everyone welcome. New to the
studio? First class free. “Six Pass”
$60 Drop In $12
Upstairs at 680 Industrial Way
250-285-3065

RESTORATIVE
YOGA
Mondays at 5PM, Quadra
Community Centre. Fridays
cancelled.
Gentle stretching, relaxing,
strengthening to soothe the body
and mind
Drop-ins encouraged Call Sue
285 2948

COMMUNITY
CLASSIFIEDS
Are an ideal way to advertise
your ‘for-profit’ event, workshop
or special announcement. Cost is
$10 (includes GST) for up to 40
words. Longer ads are $10 per
column inch.
The DI loves free running
editorial too but paid ads help
the ink hit paper. Email your ad:
ads@discoveryislands.ca or call
250-285-2234 for more info

Need computer Help?
New PC or Mac
and not sure how to use?

I will come in to your home and teach you

the basics of computer use.

I am able to offer instruction in
the following areas:
word processing
set up and personalization
program installation
installation and hook up
internet browsing
system preferences
audio / video set up
photo editing
help and troubleshooting
data input
computer migration
printer / scanner set up

Saturday February 28, 1pm

My rates are $20 / Hr.

Call Vitalis 250 285 3825 for
your free registration !

Please call Dave
at 285-2718
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At Your
Quadra Legion
The Legion now open Thursdays
at 7:00 featuring drop in darts and
crib night also open Fridays at
7:00. Stop by for a game of pool,
ping-pong, shuffleboard or foosball.
Saturdays open at 4:00 with
meat draws from 5-6:30. We are
having an entertainment meeting
this Saturday Feb. 28th at 7:00pm.
Everyone welcome to come
with ideas of ways to have good
times happening at the Legion.      
Come to the Legion for an
evening of fun and lots of laughs
with Comedian Kenny Shaw.
Saturday March 7th Adults only
at 8:00pm. Tickets $10.00 at the
door. Free children’s show at
3:00.   

Food Bank &
Community
Lunch
Free food is available at the
food bank on the first & third
Wednesdays of every month.
Wednesday is also a Community
Lunch day, where hot soups and
veggies & desserts are free or by
donation.

Prostate Cancer
Support
The Campbell River/ West
Coast Prostate Cancer Support
& Awareness Group - Meetings
are held the 3rd Tuesday of each
month from 7-9:30pm at the
Altrusa House. At these meetings
we try to create awareness, provide
support and educate about Prostate
Cancer. For more info contact Al
@ 250-923-1357 or visit www.
procansupport.com
Dates of Meetings: March 17,
April 21, May 19.

New to Quadra?
Have you just moved to Quadra
Island? Please call Judy at 2852150 to receive your welcome
package. This visit is sponsored by
the Discovery Island Chamber of
Commerce and Island businesses.
www.discoveryislander.ca

News and Events
Submit your event: eMail: news@discoveryislands.ca • fax: 285-2236 • drop-off: 701 Cape Mudge Rd.

Quadra
Cookbook!!!
Quadra Children’s Centre
is making a Cookbook!
Be a part of a Book that will be
treasured for years to come. Please
send your favourite recipe by
email to qcccookbook@live.com or
drop off at one of our recipe boxes
at Quadra Foods, Heriot Bay Tru
Value, Aroma, Hummingbird, or
Yellow Dog. Thank You!

Free Psychology
Book
A Free Self-help or Psychology
book is available on Quadra’s
“Know Thy Self” Free Day. Come
to Steve’s Spirit Books in the Upper
Realm from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 and
choose from one of several hundred
books. There is a limit of one book
per person.

Garage Sale
Come on down to Quadra Legion
on Saturday March 14, for a Garage
Sale, rain or shine.

Quadra Island
Cemetery AGM

Women’s Day
Potluck

Wo m e n : c o m e c e l e b r a t e
sisterhood at the International
Women’s Day potluck, Saturday
Call now to rent a table $5.00
March 7 starting at 6 p.m. at the
Amanda at 285-3612 or Chris at
Q.C.C. Bring a delicious dish to
285-2207.
share, your plate, cutlery, a beverage;
Garage sale starts at 10 a.m. at
your grrrlfrenz, daughters, mother,
Quadra Legion in Heriot Bay.
The Quadra Island Wellness grandmothers, sisters and lots of
Fair has been postponed until laughter and joy. We have fun.
October 3-09. We still want to hear This is the 20th IWD potluck on
from any Wellness practitioners Quadra!
on the Island that are interested
in exhibiting at the Fair. Further
updates and information to come
Free Money is available from throughout the summer!
Kidz Klub has started up
11:30 a.m. to Noon at the Quadra
Tucker Dinnes 250-285-2166
again
at Quadra Island Bible
Community Centre on “Free Day”,
Church,
1281 West Road for
Wednesday, March 4, just before
the Community Lunch. Donations
children
grades
one to six. We
The Legion Executive would
to support this program during like to remind all members that meet Mondays from 3:00 to 4:30
the current depression can be we need your support and that the pm for snacks, games, crafts,
desposited in the Free Money monthly General Meeting is held Bible stories and singing. New
Association account at the Quadra on the third Wednesday of every
members are always welcome.
Credit Union. Call Steve at 285- month at 8:00 pm sharp. See you
For more information 2853323 for more information.
at the Legion!
Wednesday March 25th, 2009;
7:30pm at the Quadra Legion

Wellness Fair
Delayed

Free Money

Kidz Klub

Monthly Meeting

2020

Nanaimo Chamber
Orchestra
The Nanaimo Chamber
Orchestra presents “Serenades
for Spring”, Sat. March 21,
7:30 p.m. Stan Hagen Theatre,
Courtenay. Music by Handel,
Barber, Beethoven, Elgar and
Haydn. Tix: $17, Students $6, at
Laughing Oyster and Blue Heron
Bookstores.

Canada Day
Concession
Opportunities!
Planning is already underway for
this year’s Canada Day celebrations.
The Committee is exploring options
for the concession, and would
welcome “expressions of interest”
from island not-for-profit groups
who would like to participate.
This opportunity has great fundraising potential, and there may be
opportunity for smaller groups to
collaborate! Call Deb at 285-2080,
or email debcowper@gmail.com
for further info.  
www.discoveryislander.ca
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Quadra Island Seniors
B.C.O.A.P.O.-Branch 91
I’m sure we are all anxious to get out in
our gardens, to see what is coming up and
despite the cold weather we’ve had,ready
to clean up. We’ve had a few members
recovering from surgeries and treatments.
Our esteem President Robert Brown has
been hobbling around from surgery, but
is getting back in the groove again. Should
I hold my breath or have we seen the
last of that white stuff, goose feathers.
At our next meet Wed,March 4th 10:30
a:m an R.C.M.P. officer, will educate us
on the latest scams on computer, phone,
and by mail. These scammers always
pick on Seniors to fool. Or you can also
talk to North Island Director for Crime
Prevention Judy Hagen. Every Wednesday
we have our 10:00 a:m with armchair
excercises -10:30 a:m Carpet Bowling and
our Glee Club Singing at 1:00 p:m. bring
Snacks—Chris will have the Coffee on.
Walk on Sundays With Peter and Lloyd on
the Rebecca Spit meet at Launch Ramp at
11:00 a:m or catch them at the big park lot
at 11:20 a:m. Many of us enjoyed the Slide
Show by Les Hanson “A Trip Around the
World “ with family by Sail Boat Thanks.’
to Les Hanson and all the workers and
Bakers, who are helping us raise funds for
the Senior Housing to become a reality.
For membership call Muriel 3216—or
Marshall- 3226 Bob-2907 If you need help
Call Ruth 3801.
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Friday Flicks Tonight
Frozen River
Doors 7:30 - Showtime 7:45
Adm: $5.00 stu/snr $4.00
Early in the domestic crime drama FROZEN
RIVER, a single mother stops her car to study
a broad sheet of ice, contemplating whether
she can get to the other side without crashing
into the St. Lawrence River. It sounds perilous,
but skating on thin ice is a way of life for Ray,
a working poor housewife. Ray’s wardrobe
consists of bathrobes and ski jackets. Potato
chips stand in for vegetables. She wants
something better for her sons, but nothing
comes easy to a part-time border-town dollar
store cashier.
How far will a mother go to make a better
life for her children? With an offer of twelve
hundred dollars for an hour’s work, Ray’s
willing to consider smuggling. Just a few weeks
work, and she’ll have it made. She forms an
uneasy alliance with Lila, a Mohawk woman
and single mom. Their shared need for money
and some recovery of control in their lives drive
them to taking on a dangerous assignment.
FROZEN RIVER is built around powerful
and nuanced performances” (Salon).

www.discoveryislander.ca

Next Up...
Brideshead
Revisited
March 13th , Q.C.C.
Doors 7:30 – Showtime 7:45
BRIDESHEAD REVISITED is
director Julian Jarrold’s picturesque
adaptation of Evelyn Waugh’s
classic novel. It leads a tumultuous
tour of the quadrangles of Oxford
and the canals of Venice, always
returning to the grandeur of
Brideshead. An evocative story
of forbidden love and the loss of
innocence unfolds.

Free Meditation
Instruction

Free Wood is available from 1
Free Meditation Instruction p.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Quadra
is available on Quadra’s “Know Community Centre on “Free Day”,
Thy Self” Free Day. If you’re Wednesday, March 4, just after the
i n t e r e s t e d i n l e a r n i n g t h e Community Lunch. Donations to
practice of meditation, you are support this program to aid those
welcome to come to this hands in need during this long and cold
on workshop. The time is 7:30 winter can be deposited in the Free
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the Upper Wood Association account at the
Realm on Wednesday, March Quadra Credit Union. Call Steve at
4, 2009. Steve Moore, who 285-3323 for more information.
has been meditating daily since
1984, will give some helpful
hints before we sit down to
meditate. Call Steve at 285-3323
for more information.

Charles Ryder, an aspiring
bourgeois artist, comes to Oxford
and falls for the provocative and
boyish Sebastian Flyte. During a
visit to Sebastian’s family manse, he
becomes infatuated with Sebastian’s
sophisticated sister, Julia. As he falls
under the family’s spell, the young
The Hal Douglas Blues
middle-class painter is catapulted Band just rocked the Heriot
into a seductive world of wealth, Bay Inn Pub on February 20,
class and privilege.
2009. And now the mystery
The film spans three decades. and history of the blues is
The rise and fall of Charles’ revealed by the same band
infatuations reflect the decline of at the Sundance Java Bar in
a decadent era in England between Willow Point. Members of the
wars. Emma Thompson makes a audience will find themselves
deep impression as the ferociously composing and maybe even
religious Lady Marchmain, the singing their own blues lyrics.
matriarch whose views and This is a sit down dinner and
beliefs reverberate tragically in performance gig.
her offspring. Michael Gambon
Advanced tickets for both
plays Lord Marchmain, who finally dinner and music are available
returns to Brideshead from an in the $20 to $26 dollar price
exotic and romantic exile in Italy. range, depending on the meal

Hal Douglas
Blues Band

BRIDESHEAD REVISITED
will not let you down if you love
Merchant-Ivory style. The muted
but elegant colour and soft light
of the castle is rich in antiquity.
“Audiences seeking a heady fix of
glamour and costumed decadence
populated by an impeccable true
Brit cast will be lushly rewarded”
(Boxoffice Magazine).
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Free Wood

selection. Drop in the Sundance
or call Kathy or Tracy at 9238827 for reservations. The
food is great! Treat yourself
a n d a f r i e n d t o a c re a t i ve
audience participation night
out on the town. The time is
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The date is
Saturday, March 21. See you
there.

Senior
Housing News

The fascinating slide show
“Around the world in 4 years”
was attended by over 100, raising
almost $2000 for Seniors Housing.
A big THANK YOU to the Douglas
Family for sharing their sailing
adventure, and to all who attended
and generously donated. Our 28th
member of the 1000 Club is also
welcomed.

Circus Jams
Indoor Practice Jams are
continuing on in the winter every
other Wed. night from 7-9pm at
the Quadra Community Centre
for the months of Jan., Feb and
March. Yeah!!
If you are just beginning or want
to begin, this is a great chance to
start and to have the undivided
attention of people who can show
you some moves.
Jam are every other Wed.;
drop-in fee is $5. Please contact
Angela if you are interested in
making a hoop so there will be
enough materials, and also contact
her if you are interested in a lesson.
#204-2486. Otherwise, bring your
beautiful selves on down for the
drop-in jam and check it out!

Thanks go to QISHS board
members Ken & Shirley Duncan,
Rolf Kellerhals and Kurt Hagen,
as well as kitchen staff Karen
Gair, Linda Bell, Val Barr, Heather
Kellerhals and all those who baked
“goodies”. Chris Thompson again
deserves our appreciation for
setting up the sound system.
The society has received a
“grant in aid” of $4000 from the
Regional District thanks to Jim
Abram’s effort, to balance the
$3800 cost of re-applying for our
expired development permit.
Kurt & Bob tried to burn the
slash piles on the society’s lot,
without success. We are looking
for a generous backhoe owner to
help with our second attempt. If
you know such a person, please
phone one of the directors.
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Patricia O’Callaghan @ the Community Centre
What do you get when you cross a rock star
with a nun? An opera singer, was Patricia
O’Callaghan’s answer to that question when
she was seventeen. Then, after completing a
Music Performance Degree at the University of
Toronto and studying at the Banff Centre for
the Performing Arts, Ms O’Callaghan crossed
her opera training with her love of the theatre
and turned herself into one of Canada’s most
versatile and exciting performers of Cabaret
Music. Sponsored by the Quadra Cultural
Committee, Patricia O’Callaghan will be
appearing on the Quadra Community Centre cabaret songs entitled Youkali, with the help of
stage on Saturday, March 14th at 8 PM.
a Chalmer’s Grant in 1996. In 1999, following
A singer from birth, Ms. O’Callaghan won the release of her second CD, Slow Fox, her
her first music award at the age of five in Smooth popularity went worldwide and with the release
Rock Falls, Ontario, singing, “I had a Little Nut of her third CD in 2000, Real Emotional Girl,
Tree.” Studying piano on her own and singing she achieved international acclaim, touring
in a rock band in small-town Northern Ontario, her cabaret show around Europe and North
she eventually found a singing teacher in America. She has just released her fourth CD,
Timmins at sixteen; and that was the beginning Naked Beauty: a collaboration with Steven Page
of her classical training. She went on to perfect of Barenaked Ladies, featuring pop and cabaret
her vocal talent by singing and touring with songs by composers such as Randy Newman,
contemporary operatic performances such as Neil Young, Leonard Cohen and Kurt Weill.
Claude Vivier’s Kopernikus and Kurt Weill’s
Live performance is where audiences
Threepenny Opera with Vancouver Opera.
experience O’Callaghan’s exceptional talent.
O’Callaghan established herself on the Described by Billboard Magazine as, “the most
music scene in Toronto by co-founding an promising cabaret performer of her generation”
avant-guard music ensemble called Zebra Patricia sings straight from the heart. In fact,
Schvungk which won first prize in the Fourth Chart Attack Magazine wrote, “…it is live that
International Young Artist Music Competition she truly shines, transfixing everyone in her
in Dusseldorf, Germany. During this period path with her dramatic intensity and sensuality.
she also made regular appearances at the Banff She sings her diverse material as if it was always
Summer Arts Festival, and with the Toronto meant to go side-by-side and by the end of the
Symphony Orchestra and the Toronto Classical evening, it’s easy to believe her.”
Singers. Many Canadians may remember her
Charismatic and theatrical, Patricia
stunning performance as “The Singer” in O’Callaghan will entertain you with her
Ken Finkleman’s acclaimed television series impressive talent on Saturday, March 14th, at
“Foolish Heart,” or in the CBC/Rhombus 8 PM. Advance tickets are 17$ (youth 10$)
special “Youkali Hotel.”
at the Music Plant in Campbell River, Quadra
European cabaret-style music by such Crafts in Heriot Bay, and Hummingbird Office
composers as Francis Poulenc, Erik Satie and and Art Supply in Quathiaski Cove. Tickets
Kurt Weill eventually became the basis for will also be available at the door. For more
Ms O’Callaghan’s career as a performer and information, call 250-285-3560 or visit www.
recording artist. She made her first recording of patricia-ocallaghan.com

Congratulations to the
Quadra Legion Dart Team
For their results at the North Vancouver
Island Zone Legion Championships in Gold
River two weekends ago. They swept the
competition finishing first in the singles, doubles
and team events. They donimated the singles
event, with Ross Doak going undefeated and
taking top spot. Ken Binnersley taking second
and Rick Maddison and Steve Mitchell finishing
in a toe for third.
In the doubles competition Ken Binnersley
and Rick Maddison were undefeated taking
first place, followed by Ken McGuffie and Steve
Mitchell in second. Albert Wilson and Ross Doak
finished fourth.
The Team competition saw another undefeated
Quadra Legion team. Steve Mitchell, Ken
McGuffie, Rick Maddison and Ken Binnersley
swept the competition to finish first overall.
Our Quadra Legion Dart Team will now
travel to Cranbrook, BC to compete in the Legion
Provincial Championships next month. To help
with travel costs they will be hosting a Seafood
Dinner at our local Quadra Legion on Saturday
March 14th at 6:30 pm. Please show your support
by coming and enjoying a delicious buffet of
prawns, scallops and other succulent seafood
for only fifteen dollars an plate. We hope to see
you there!

Antiques & Art
Appraisal Day
Feb 28th at the Museum at Campbell River
Mark you calendars, pack up your treasures
and get ready for another Antiques & Art
Appraisal day at the Museum at Campbell
River on Saturday, February 28th from 10am
to 4pm. This extremely popular event is a joint
project between The Museum at Campbell River
and Campbell River Art Gallery. The event is
generously sponsored by Dan Sampson - RE/
MAX Check Realty of Campbell River.
Uno and Jeanette Langmann, highly
respected fine art appraisers, will be on hand to
give you a verbal assessment of your cherished
art pieces. Hugh Bulmer and Richard Rosewell,
antique and collectibles appraisers, will assess
those remarkable finds and family heirlooms.
Beverages and snacks will be available to
purchase at the event and there will be a lunch
break from noon till 1pm.
Tickets can be purchased at the door only
and appraisals will be scheduled on a
first come, first served basis. The cost per
item appraised is $10.00 to a maximum of 3
items per person. The event will take place at
the Museum, located at 470 Island Highway. For
more information call The Museum at Campbell
River at 250-287-3101 or Campbell River Art
Gallery at 250-287-2261.
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The Flathead: More Than Just Another Pretty Valley
Local Legend
• The Flathead is one of North America’s last
• B.C.’s Flathead River Valley, tucked
wild
rivers. Water in the Flathead River is so
into
B.C.’s
southeast
corner,
is
one
of
the
last
Ruth Masters’ Bio unsettled low-elevation valleys in southern pure that
scientists like Dr. Rick Hauer, of the

Ruth Masters’ biography ‘Us Dames
Have Come A Long Way’, written by
storyteller, Hazel Lennox, is now available
on Quadra! Based on interviews with Ruth,
her fellow activists, hiking pals and former
co-workers, it describes Ruth’s life.

Now i n h e r 8 9 t h ye a r a n d c a l l i n g
herself ‘a senior shit disturber’ Ruth is
still continuing her activism on behalf of
those who cannot speak for themselves
- planet earth and its animal and plant
inhabitants. Despite her waving of (often
rude) placards and signs, Ruth has twice
been voted Citizen of the Year by residents
of the Comox Valley, as well as being the
recipient of the Golden Jubilee Medal
from the Governor General. As a World
War II veteran, she has stood on blockades
in Strathcona Park, Clayoquot Sound,
the Walbran and Tsitika Valleys.   Thanks
entirely to her single-handed efforts, over
50 natural beauty spots in the Beaufort
Range have been named after residents of
the Comox Valley, some slain in battle as
young men.
Signed copies of ‘Us Dames Have Come a
Long Way’ are available at Books Bonanza
and Quadra Crafts.

Canada. National Geographic magazine
calls this area “one of the most diverse and
ecologically intact natural ecosystems in the
temperate zones of the world.”
• Canadian Geographic magazine describes
the Flathead River Valley as “a nursery,
incubating wildlife that disperses and
repopulates neighbouring habitats.” The
Flathead has the highest density and greatest
diversity of carnivores in all of North America,
from tiny martens to towering grizzlies.
It teems with many species that are threatened
elsewhere, including lynx, fishers, wolverines,
grey wolves and westslope cutthroat trout, one
of the last genetically pure trout species left in
the region.
• The Flathead River Valley has the greatest
diversity of plants in all of Canada and is
compared with Africa’s Serengeti for its
richness of plant species - 1,000 species of
wildflowers alone. The Flathead’s location at
the narrowest point in the Rocky Mountain
chain means that it is a mixing zone for plant
species from north, south, east and west. Purple
camas found in coastal Gary Oak meadows
grows side by side with northern plants like
the Arctic gentian.

Flathead Lakes Biological Station in Montana,
use it as a benchmark for measuring water
quality in rivers around the world.
• The Flathead is the missing piece in the
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park
established by Alberta and Montana.
On Saturday, February 28th Sarah Cox
from Sierra Club BC will give a multimedia
presentation about the Flathead Valley and
explain how you can help protect this remarkable
wilderness. Community Centre doors will be
open at 7:00pm with the presentation starting
at 7:30. This Sierra Quadra event is free,
though donations towards expenses are always
welcome.

Chamber Encourages
Information on Hydro
The Discovery Islands Chamber of Commerce
is encouraging its members and the wider
business community in the region to become
informed about the proposed hydro-electric
generation project in Bute Inlet. Come out to
the public meeting on Sunday, March 1 at the
Quadra Community Centre 11 am to 4 pm.

A celebration with music, The Ms.
Adventures, plus a book reading will happen
in Courtenay at The Florence Filberg Centre
on Saturday, 21 February at 2:00.
Campbell River library will be hosting
Masters and Lennox on 28 February,
Saturday, at 2:00 where the pair will read
from ‘Us Dames Have Come A Long Way’
and autograph copies.
As well as being a professional storyteller,
Hazel Lennox writes articles, stories
and biographies. Through her “Living
Legends” she also captures a person’s life
story and memoirs and puts them into print,
giving families and friends a permanent
reminder of loved ones. Contact her at 250
334-3383, or spinningtales@telus.net
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Geshe YongDong
on “Anger”
Once in a while, we lost it and get angry.
Usually it doesn’t help matters. In fact, quite
often, things get worse. That’s why Geshe
Yongdong, a Tibetan Buddhist monk is coming
to Quadra to speak on the topic: “The Antidote
to Anger” For some reason known only
to Geshe, he has picked up the “vibe” that
several people got “pissed off” in the month
of February on Quadra. And now that they
have cooled down, the time seems appropriate
for a talk designed to counteract angry words
and actions.
In the Tibetan medical system, anger
is understood as the source of many
illnesses especially those associated with
high blood pressure, sleeplessness and heart
disorders.   Some positive “first aid” methods
will be presented that can help us cope with
and release our anger. Participants will be
introduced to the ancient Tibetan art of “Sopa”, the practice of which helps us to refrain
from reacting emotionally and physically when
we are faced with the emotion of anger. So-pa
makes it possible for us to let go of our negative
thoughts and emotions, and to keep our peace
of mind in the face of adversity.
The Dalai Lama says: “Nowhere is the
uselessness of afflictive emotion more obvious
than in the case of anger. When we become
angry, we stop being compassionate, loving,
generous, forgiving, tolerant and patient
altogether. We thus deprive ourselves of the
very things that happiness consists in. And
not only does anger immediately destroy our
critical faculties, it tends towards rage, spite,
hatred and malice, each of which are always
negative because they are a direct cause of harm
to others.”   The talk begins at 11 a.m. in the
Upper Realm of Q. Cove. Please come on time
because we begin with a short meditation. The
date is Sunday, March 15, 2009. The suggested
donation is $10 but pay what you can afford.
Call Steve or Danielle for further information
at 285-3323.
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Have you looked at
your tongue lately?
If you have ever been to see a practitioner
of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) it is
likely that you have had your tongue inspected.
Changes in the shape, colour and coating of the
tongue indicate an improvement or decline in
your state of health.
For example, a feeling of discomfort or
burning of the tongue should not be taken
lightly. If you haven’t told your doctor or health
care practitioner, it may be worth mentioning
to them. In terms of TCM, extreme redness
and/or burning of the tongue is almost always
an indication of an excess of heat in the body
which can manifest symptoms such as dryness
and inflammation.
If burning accompanies fissures or cracks
in the tongue body, especially if the cracks are
not a life long quality of your tongue, a TCM
practitioner would consider this a sign of heat
due to yin deficiency. This can cause all kinds
of problems such as digestive disturbances,
difficulty sleeping or a general state of
exhaustion. Yin represents the energetic quality
of moistening and cooling. It is the natural
quality of the body to keep itself lubricated and
functioning without overheating. It is easily
consumed when we are under various types of
stress and naturally declines with age so it is
often seen in chronic conditions.
TCM addresses these problems with
acupuncture and tui na massage therapy as
well as through dietary considerations, lifestyle
management, herbal medicine and qi gong
exercises. Observation of the tongue can be
a great tool for monitoring your own state of
health. The sooner you acknowledge the enemy
of disease, the easier it is to conquer.
Tanya Kuss-Stelmaschuk is a Registered
Acupuncturist with the CTCMA and has graduated
as a Doctor of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Her
clinic is Silver Phoenix Acupuncture & TCM in
Heriot Bay 285-2545.
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Mountain Film Festival Features Campbell River Filmmaker

F

rom the towering spires
of Pakistan’s Karakorum
Mountains to the forested
river valleys of British Columbia the
Vancouver International Mountain
Film Festival (VIMFF) promises
a whirlwind ride of adventure,
culture and education.
Hot on the heels of the main
festival which took place in
Vancouver just this past week a
selection of the best films will be
hitting the road and coming to
Campbell River’s Tidemark
Theatre on Saturday, March
7th, 2009.
Amongst the films shortlisted
for the Campbell River show are:
‘Azazel’ filmed in the Pakistan
Karakorum and ‘Powerplay’ a
production of local Campbell River
filmmaker Damien Gillis.
Azazel lures you to a 19-day
vertical big-wall trip with Martial,
Blutch, Mimouse and Sam who
don’t take them too seriously. They
have to haul up 300 kilograms of
equipment along with sausages and
beer to keep them going at 6,000
meters of altitude. Their scope is
to open a new 1,600 meter-long
aid route on the mythical Towers
of Trango in Pakistan.
On day 16, Sam flies away on his
wing suit and his parachute, and 2
minutes later arrives to the base
camp. What was left to be taken
down by his 3 friends? Just 10 haul
bags, nothing more!

www.discoveryislander.ca

Closer to home and directed
and produced by Campbell River’s
own Damien Gillis is the 10 minute
Rivers at Risk Koch Creek
“Rivers at Risk: Koch Creek,”
is the fourth instalment in Save
Our Rivers Society’s “Rivers at
Risk” series which introduces
British Columbians to some of the
hundreds of our rivers with licenses
or applications for disastrous
private river power projects.
In this episode we are taken
you to the Slocan Valley - in BC’s
spectacular Kootenays - to meet a
biologist, community organizer,
and group of kayakers all joining
forces to save their beloved river

from a private power project.
The project would divert a
significant amount of the river’s
flow through a 2.7 metre-wide
pipe for 3.5 km. The kayakers,
as part of the Endangered Creeks
Expedition, have been paddling
rivers and creeks all throughout
the Kootenays - among the 80 or
so in the region threatened by the
Campbell government’s private
power gold rush - taking pictures
and video to raise awareness
about this agenda that will deprive
British Columbians of control over
our water and energy security.
Featuring awesome whitewater
footage!

Help usher in the coming spring
and dreams of new adventures by
joining Philip Stone in welcoming
the Vancouver International
Mountain Film Festival to the
North Island on March 7th.
Doors open at 6:30 pm and the
show gets underway at 7 pm.
Tickets are now on sale at the
Tidemark Theatre box office $20
for adults and $18 for seniors and
students. Call the Tidemark today
and reserve your seat for an action
packed evening 250-287-7465.
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Plutonic Buys Off Future Opportunity

Dear Kathy Eichenberger and
Marie-France Therrien,

I am writing to you regarding the Bute Inlet
Hydroelectric Project proposed by Plutonic Power
Corporation. As a sixteen year old who has lived
her entire life on Maurelle Island at the mouth of
Bute Inlet I am a member of the next generation
of concerned residents. These are my reasons
for not allowing hydroelectric power plants in
beautiful Bute Inlet.
I am opposed to the project, not only because
it is in reality giving away my backyard and the
back yard of my fellow nearby residents, but
because it is also selling the resource of future
generations of this community, province and
country. Bute Inlet is one of the most beautiful
places on this planet and destroying its pristine,
natural wilderness by building roads, cutting
huge swaths of trees and putting up over 400 km
of power lines, supported by massive steel towers
should not be allowed to happen.

If you allow this project to go through it will be
taking away many people’s livelihoods, not only
those of the current generation but those of future
generations as well. Bute Inlet should remain
majestic and untainted so that one day when I
am an old woman I can take my grandchildren
there and it will still be as stunningly beautiful
as it was for me.
That is only one of the many reasons this
project shouldn’t happen. Another is the impact
that it would have on the wildlife of the area.
This impact would be great, if not greater, than
the one on the human residents. Removing water
from the headwater streams of the Homathko,
Southgate and Orford Rivers and diverting it
into hydroelectric plants, will definitely not
improve and will probably damage if not destroy,
the already struggling salmon stocks that rely on
these rivers to spawn. the network of wildlife
that depend on these salmon for their survival is

huge. the grizzly bears need the protein provided
by the spawned out salmon to produce enough fat
to bear cubs over the winter, therefore ensuring
the survival of the species. The killer whales rely
on the summer salmon runs for food, and slowly
as the salmon runs shrink, so does the whale
population. Wolves, bald eagles and many other
wildlife also depend on the salmon runs for their
survival.
Bute Inlet and its rivers are one of the most
important spawning grounds on this coast and
if the salmon are gone then so are the grizzly
bears and killer whales that are depended on by
many eco-tourism businesses. So by endangering
the salmon population, you are endangering the
livelihoods of generations of residents to come. I
would also like to know how Plutonic plans to
keep the logged swath around the power lines free
of brush? Are they going to manually clear over
400 km of clear-cut? Or will they use chemical
sprays and toxic injection that will leach into the
streams and rivers, further harming salmon?
Another point I would like to make is that
while Plutonic refers to this as ‘green power’ we
are actually going to sell the power made by our
rivers to the United States, then we will import,
from Alberta, power that has been generated by
burning coal. if you ask me that doesn’t sound
very green.
As for the argument that it will create jobs, well
maybe it will create some, but those jobs will only
be temporary and will replace many preexisting
jobs such as the sports fishing and eco-tourism
industries. My father is a sports fishing guide and
I work part time for a kayak tour company, so you
can understand why this may be an issue for me.
Not to mention many of my neighbours.
I fervently request that the Federal Government
refers the Bute Inlet project to a full Federal Review
Panel and public hearings. I also demand that any
scientific studies are comprehensive, unbiased and
peer-reviewed. In addition I think that the public
deserves fair consultation and involvement, as it is
the resources of this province that are being given
away. We need public hearings that will serve
people in remote locations such as myself as well
as public hearings that will serve people in larger
cities as Victoria and Vancouver.
These hearings should also be held at a more
reasonable time of day than the recent one in
Campbell River, or was it your point to make it as
awkward a time as possible so fewer people were
able to show up to protest the project?
In closing, I would like to say, please do not
allow Plutonic Power Corporation access to Bute
Inlet’s rivers. If you do you will be giving away the
resources of the young people of this province, and
I don’t think you want that on your conscience.
Sincerely
Robin Humphreys
Maurelle Island
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Off the wires

Plutonic Receives
$73 million in
Federal Funding

Landscaping with SOUL
On Monday March 9, 7:00 pm at the
Community Centre, the Garden Club
p re se n ts Shan e Ti llapaug h fro m E c o
Island Gardenscapes of Courtenay. Shane
has recently installed the green or living
roof, (planned by well known Vancouver
Landscape Architect Cornelia Oberlander),
for Taku Resort. He has also planted a
natural garden with mostly native plants
around the new home at Taku.

Plutonic Power has received a $73 million
dollar ‘incentive’ from the federal government
for its Toba-Montrose project. The grant, under
the federal EcoENERGY program gives Plutonic
power $10 for each MWh produced for 10 years.
Come out and learn about a new style of
The grant was established to ‘encourage the
landscaping which focuses on protecting
production of … low-impact renewable energy
the earth with a reverence for nature.
sources.”
Shane says he has a passion for artistically
Putting aside the fact that the Toba-Montrose interpreting certain ecosystem types such
development’s ‘low-impact’ status is very as Garry Oak meadows or savannahs, beach
controversial, there are other problems related meadows and crevice style gardens.
to the private nature of this development. Since
Growing up on Quadra Island, he was
the Energy Purchase Agreements (EPA) and
a young naturalist, and continued on to
Plutonic’s books are closed to public scrutiny,
U Vic for a BSC in Biology. Interested in
we will never know if the project actually
landscaping, he graduated from Gaia College
needed the $73 million ‘incentive’ to be viable.
in Victoria, as a certified Organic Land Care
Commercial confidentiality obscures whether
Professional having completed the SOUL
taxpayer money is going to line the wallets of
courses (Society for Organic Urban Land
Plutonic executives and shareholders (including
Care). He has a certificate in Ecological
General Electric.) This would simply not
Landscape Design and is a ISA Certified
happen with development under BC Hydro. All
Arborist, focusing on the health and care
benefits would go to the owners, the citizens of
of trees in the landscape.
the province of British Columbia.
Monday night’s talk will be on the
fundamentals of organic land care - helping
us to understand our garden as a natural
ecosystem. As a graduate of SOUL, Shane is
Join the in crowd! Groove to world on the leading edge of a new age change in
music & meditate to the classics. Upcoming landscaping our homes and businesses, and
themes: women’s empowerment dances, earth is very happy to share these ideas with us.
consciousness, & celebrating the emergence
For the show and tell table, bring some
of spring.
spring flowers: hellebores, Japanese plums,
No partners or experience required, for forced forsythia. The snow drops and crocus
teens, women and gentlemen!
are out and if you are lucky violets will be
Sundays 1-3 PM, QCC Feb 22, March 8 & showing their sweet purples. Share your
extra seeds or seed catalogues. Drop ins
22, April 5 & 19
fmi: lolaquadra@yahoo.ca or Lola on 3588. welcome $2 at the door or buy an annual
membership.
A program of Quadra Recreation.

Sacred Circle Dance
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Halliday’s Viewpoint
by Steven Halliday

O

n my relating the short
version of the travelogue
about a recent trip to
the Yucatan, my friend bust a gut
laughing and finally calmed down
enough to tell me my holidays always
contained at least one incident that
made them memorable for him,
let alone Norma and I. Of course
the incident about which he was
laughing was particularly traumatic
for everyone involved including
those, like us, who were on the
periphery of the event itself. One
of the quirks of human nature is
our ability to laugh in the face of
disaster, after the fact. It is probably
chemically based, like our adrenaline
response, which was a chemical in
which I indulged heavily during
the trip.

My Mayan Holiday
learned to be Denver, Colorado – the the site contains the largest “ball
mile high city. More on this later.
field” where the ancient Mayans
Our destination for two weeks held contests of skill and religious
was a 1,068 room complex of three ceremonies, all generally involving
separate resorts known collectively as some bloodletting with occasional
the Gran Bahia Principe at Akumal, human sacrifices. The sound of a
south of Playa del Carmen. The normally pitched speaking level
three sub-units were named Tulum, voice can be clearly heard from one
Akumal and Coba in respect to the end to the other of the 184-yard long
Mayan names of the region, two of playing court, due to the acoustic
which (Tulum and Coba) are home engineering of the court’s walls.
to significant Mayan archaeological Coming to grasp with these concepts
sites. Unfortunately Norma and I got my adrenaline pumping indeed.

were unable to visit either, though
we did make the trek to Chichen Itza,
recently designated as a UNESCO
World Heritage site and a candidate
for the eighth wonder of the world.
From that visit I learned that for
about 1,000 years the Mayans were
the world’s masters of architecture,
Our two-week all-inclusive mathematics and astronomy,
trip to the Mayan Riviera was roughly during the period 500AD to
motivated mainly by the need for 1,400AD, peaking in about 900AD.
escape from mutual job stresses With no pre-preparation regarding
and the below zero temperatures, Mayan culture I was dumbfounded…
and the facility we chose provided something some might describe as
every accoutrement necessary to magical or mystical indeed were the
achieve this particular goal. Our own overriding emotions left with me
choices thereafter provided plenty by the relatively young structural
of the aforementioned adrenaline, remnants at Chichen Itza.
which after all is the best natural
In this relatively large city (six
high one can achieve. The primary square miles) about thirty structures
emotion that Mexico left with me have been recovered from the jungle
this year was a profound curiosity and many have been rebuilt using
about the Mayans, and how such remnants of the collapsed buildings
an advanced society bloomed and themselves. The main temple, called
withered within such a short span El Castillo or Kukulcan’s Pyramid,
of time. I experienced moments that was built using incredibly advanced
the tour guides suggested would engineering principles, astronomical
be magical or even mystical, and and physics calculations and
this happened on at least three remarkably precise and accurate
occasions during the trip. Let me try stonework. Some notable results –
to explain.
the number of steps on the building
During the flight to Mexico we
flew transcontinental – that is,
over much of the US West and midWest until encountering the Gulf of
Mexico over Galveston, Texas. All of
this was communicated to me by the
handy flight information system that
displayed an interactive map of our
flights progress as well as flight data
such as groundspeed and altitude.
Partway into this flight I enquired
of flight attendant the name of the
massive sea of lights we were over
flying, which fifteen minutes later I

add up to 365 for the length of a year
(not a Mayan calendar year, mind
you); during the spring equinox
and fall solstice the sun paints the
balustrades on the steps of the
north-eastern face with the moving
shadows of serpent’s form, lining up
with the snake’s head at the base. The
sound of a handclap from the ground
returns an echo from the temple that
is almost indistinguishable from the
cry of the quetzal, the colourful bird
held sacred by the Mayans as “the
messenger of the gods”. Similarly,
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The Mayans were using the
concept of “zero” in mathematics
before any other society, and had a
very advanced and organized societal
structure. In about 1200AD they
abandoned their magnificent cities
and temple sites, and their ancestors
are estimated at about 8 million
today, mostly subsistence farmers
in the Yucatan and Central America.
Nobody knows why, but it is certain
they were already widely dispersed
and resettled before the arrival of
European explorers in the early
1500’s. The Mayans of the Yucatan
were able to settle the region due
to the availability of underground
freshwater river systems and natural
sinkholes full of water known
as cenotes. I had the pleasure of
exploring one underground river
that had been discovered only two
years ago and opened to the public
last fall. Rio Secreto guides lead small
groups (5 in ours) for a 1-1/2 hour
exploration of the caves and river
system wearing wetsuits and lightequipped helmets, during which
one encounters nature’s handiwork
in process. Some life forms exist
(blind fish and some spiders for
example) but the main attraction is
the limestone and calcium structures
constructed solely by natural process
over hundreds or even thousands of
years. The water level ran from ankle
deep to perhaps 2 meters and was a
pleasant 24 degrees; sometimes we
crawled through 1-meter passages
and at other times we were in
10-meter chambers. The feeling of
being somewhere that you know
very, very few people have ever
been is a rush worth experiencing,
and Norma and I have not yet

been able to stop talking about the
experience.
We departed Mexico with some
regrets but anxious to get home,
and I enjoyed reminiscing about
Chichen Itza, Rio Secreto, Ixcaret
and other spots we visited while
we flew off from Cancun to the
Northwest. I was busy writing
this column in my head when the
dreaded announcement came over
the speakers: ‘Would any doctors on
board please identify themselves to
a flight attendant…”. Unfortunately,
somewhere over Kansas an aged
passenger suffered a massive heart
attack and was not responding to
CPR; she only regained a pulse after
defibrillation by flight attendants (as
there was no doctor on board). We
were diverted to the nearest major
airport as a medical emergency, and
the pilot extracted every knot out
the A-340’s engines to speed us up.
Descent was rather rapid as well, and
the handy flight information display
at one time displayed a ground speed
in excess of 700 kilometres per hour
towards our new destination…
Denver, Colorado, of course.
While I cannot confirm the
fate of the poor passenger, she and
her 5 grown children deplaned at
Denver while we spent an hour
or two waiting for their luggage to
located and removed, government
paperwork, flight plan refilling, fuel
and water refills plus toilet tank
dumping…with a final hold-up
in departure due to the Denver
airport having difficulty locating a
push truck that could accommodate
an Airbus A-340. We arrived in
Victoria about 4 hours late due
to the diversion, at about 2AM,
with another indelible memory
from the trip, one that my friend
found particularly amusing and
apparently unremarkable for a
Halliday vacation tale.
Visiting the Yucatan peninsula (I
hate the term Mayan Riviera) and
exploring the lost worlds of the Maya
is an experience I wholeheartedly
recommend for anyone with a taste
for history in addition to white sand
beaches and warm sunny skies.
www.discoveryislander.ca

by Tanya Storr

T

ax season is upon us, the time of
much tallying and reckoning and
crunching of numbers. If you would
like help with your small business or individual
tax preparation, Deb Gilliland of 4 Corners
Bookkeeping is ready to assist you.

Business Profile:

4 Corners Bookkeeping

Deb launched her bookkeeping business in
April 2006, focusing on account and business
management. She has recently added tax
preparation to her roster of services, and is
looking forward to helping islanders with their
returns.
“Individuals and my small business clients
have approached me and asked if I would do their
taxes. I decided to add this link to my business,
and for the past couple of months have been
going to Victoria to take tax update courses,”
Deb explained.
With her Personal Tax Update 2009: Planning
and Preparation of 2008 Tax Returns Certificate
completed, Deb is now advertising her tax
preparation service. She is available as a drop-in Need help with your taxes? Small business accounting needs? Deb Gilliland of 4 Corners Bookkeeping
service in Quathiaski Cove every Saturday from is ready to assist you! 					
Photo by Tanya Storr.
10 am – 4 pm at Amped on Nutrition. Deb also
offers a mobile service—she has a laptop and
Deb also filled in for a maternity leave at do that is to hire a bookkeeper who goes further
can meet her clients as needed. She is set up for
Quadra Credit Union.
than data entry.
E-file, resulting in quick returns.
Deb decided to open 4 Corners three years
“A skilled accounting professional can find
“I’m looking forward to providing tax
ago, at the urging of friends who were seeking you money above and beyond what you pay for
preparation services. It will be new stimulation
accounting services for their small business.
their service. It’s exciting when a small business
for my brain—an adventure!” said Deb.
“At the time I was laid off and on EI. I owner starts looking at their financial statements
Deb got her start in bookkeeping and business
found out about Community Futures and went and sees that they don’t have to work as hard. If
management when she was living in the
through their small business planning process. each job brings in a higher profit, they can relax
Lower Mainland. She worked as a manager of
This included taking workshops and putting and enjoy life more.”
neighbourhood pubs, and this involved preparing
a business plan together to present to their
For example, if the standard for a profit margin
daily financial statements and doing payroll and
board.”
in a particular industry is 27% (27 cents out of
inventory.
Deb’s business plan was accepted and 4 every dollar is profit) but a business has a profit
“I did lots of other tasks, but the bookkeeping
Corners was launched. As a Community Futures margin of only 14%, an accounting professional
end was the most attractive part. I wanted to
client, Deb received EI for her first year of can suggest ways to increase this margin.
understand what a profit margin was, and why
business to help her get it up and running.
“If a bookkeeper works beyond just entering
inventory had to be so detailed.”
data,
she can give you a snapshot of your
“Receiving EI was very helpful as it allowed
Tired of the hustle and bustle of the city, Deb
me to take any profits and put them back into business. If a business is considering a new
and her husband moved to Quadra in 1995. “I’m
the business. I upgraded my computer and project, a bookkeeper can help predict if it
one of those people who go camping at Rebecca
printer, and was able to set up my home office,” will be a profitable venture. In these tough
Spit and never leave!” she laughed.
economic times, a bookkeeper will add value to
Deb said.
your business by assisting you in looking at its
Deb worked seasonal jobs, including caretaking
Since day one, Deb has enjoyed operating her strengths and weaknesses.”
remote resorts with her husband, until coming to
business. She is available to enter data, assist with
the realization eight years ago that she needed to
As well as operating 4 Corners, Deb has
business management, and do tax preparation
obtain some form of education.
and reporting—providing an all-in-one service been putting her bookkeeping skills to work as
a community volunteer. She is the treasurer for
“I had to broaden my employment spectrum, at bookkeeper’s rates.
the Discovery Islands Chamber of Commerce and
so I went to Opportunities Career Services and
Deb finds satisfaction in helping others learn Quadra Island Seniors Housing, and she is active
learned how to apply for government assistance
the financial side of their business.
in fundraising and other activities for Quadra
to further my education. I applied to Employment
“The name ‘4 Corners’ stands for Revenue, Island Salmon Enhancement Society.
Insurance (EI) for funding, and was accepted
into the Computerized Bookkeeping Diploma Expenses, Assets and Liabilities—the 4 corners
“I’ve received government funding and a lot
of any business. I enjoy breaking it down so of support from the community, and this is my
at Discovery Community College.”
that it’s easier to understand and people don’t opportunity to give back. It’s a very satisfying
Following her training, Deb was fortunate
feel intimidated by financial statements. A feeling,” said Deb.
to secure employment with a Certified General
good financial understanding is the basis of any
Accountant in Campbell River. During her 1.5
For more information about 4 Corners,
successful business,” Deb explained.
years working for the CGA, she gained valuable
contact Deb at 285-2750 (home office) or 202Deb encourages small business owners to 3411 (cell). You can also reach her by e-mail at
experience while performing bookkeeping
work smarter, not harder. One of the ways to fourcorners@gicable.com
services for a dozen small businesses.
www.discoveryislander.ca
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more Island Forum

The Editor Notes

I

t has been a while (or has
it?) that an issue has raised
the ire and galvanized
the community as strongly as
the proposed Plutonic Power
industrialization of Bute Inlet has.

2) It is not the role of corporations
to engage in social administration.
That they do and it is in excess of
what our government provides is
to the shame of the governments’
themselves and that should be
I make no bones about, or changed immediately.
excuses for, my opposition to this
First Nations and the broader
project but I do think it is very community have a right to
important not to lose sight of the opportunity, prosperity and security,
bigger picture, all the while staying that is not at question. That it is being
focussed on stopping this extremely served up as essentially a corporate
ill-conceived idea.
bribe due to the inadequacies of
In the face of the obvious damage government is highly questionable
fossil fuels and the associated and that these same corporations
pollution is doing to our biosphere are funding the governing party’s
the need for clean power is urgent campaign machine, essentially
‘buying’ the environmental review
and immediate.
process is at a minimum unethical.
Additionally, First Nations
3) Private corporations have no
have every right and necessity
place
controlling public resources.
to prosper from the land and
The
lessons
of the coastal forest
resources that colonialism has for
industry over the past century should
too long desecrated.
be all we need to avoid repeating this
Put privatizing our rivers is model over again with our rivers.
not the way to go about achieving
So back to alternatives: Why
either of these goals.
is BC Hydro not working with
So what is the alternative plan? the local First Nations and other
Or is the alternative simply out of entrepreneurs in the Campbell
reach for a variety of political and River region to develop tidal power
social reasons, not the least of which in Discovery Passage? That water
is fear and lack of empowerment at moves 24/7/365 at flow volumes that
the polling booth?
dwarf even the mighty Homathko.
There are so many figures and Not to mention that there are
facets to this energy debate it is transmission lines within metres of
next to impossible to know what the shoreline. Where are the wind or
and who to believe. However one geothermal projects?
conviction I can personally stand
Instead of mega-projects with
by is that the current situation and mega damage we should be investing
path we are on is the making of past and encouraging hundreds and
governments and their collusion thousands of micro-projects. Why
with private industry and one way are there not rooftop wind turbines
to put alternatives within reach is on the big box stores in downtown
to make a radical change in the Campbell River? Solar hot water
make up of our decision making heaters with on demand systems
bodies ie: government asap.
should replace our wasteful hot
Three key points:

1) There is no justification for BC
to carve up its natural environment
in little more than a vain hope that
supplying pale ‘green’ power to the
export market is going to effect an
overall reduction in consumption
and GHG emissions.
Surely increasing supply is only
going to keep prices (relatively) low
thus encouraging demand. We could
dam every creek, river and stream
in the province and still we and the
USA could suck it all up and demand
more. Conservation measures and
caps have to be introduced to
reduce consumption.

water tanks in a province-wide
retrofit program.
BC Hydro will be replacing our
meters with ‘smart’ meters soon,
but these should be ‘Net’ meters that
allow every home and business to
sell renewable clean energy back to
the grid with a ‘feed-in-tariif’ so we
can all become independent power
producers. The list of alternatives
goes on and on.
None of these are going to happen
if BC continues to elect in the same old
regimes that have brought us to where
we are today. If we want a truly ‘green’
province it starts on May 12, 2009
- Philip Stone
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Dear Mr Falcon
(BC Minister of
Transportation) and
Mr. Stoilen (Deputy BC
Ferry Commissioner),

it currently stands, the provincial
government’s reduced-carbon
bandwagon looks to be only half
full (or half empty, as this island
resident sees it).

Please find a way to fix this
and keep our coastal communities
vibrant. Sailing half-empty while
leaving fuming passengers behind
isn’t good for anybody: travellers
left behind, the ferry staff who must
deal with the resulting frustration,
the ferry corporation which looks
disorganized at best and meanspirited at worst and will surely
lose revenue and more goodwill,
the government which appears
not to care about that portion of
their citizenry and hypocritical as it
boasts about BC’s great ferry fleet,
and all of the communities and
businesses that depend on this vital
extension of our highways.
Sincerely,
This will be a further blow to
Carol Murray
tourism on the islands – fewer
Kanish Bay
travellers will want to add the
stress and uncertainty of extra
long waits during their vacation
to the existing burden of rapidlyON ROOT
rising fares when they have other
GREENHOUSE
more convenient and less costly
destination options elsewhere. Opening March 1st. March
If the ferries are moving fewer hours: Wednesday thru Saturday
cars, there will be less revenue, 10 am to 5 pm. Sunday Noon
and I suspect the loss in foregone to 5 pm. Closed Monday &
revenue will exceed any savings by Tuesday.
remaining short-staffed.
Watch for opening ‘Fire’ sale!!!
It also runs counter to the Order nematodes NOW!!! 250Premier’s message earlier in the 285-3206
winter about how the government
recognized the importance of ferries
to small island communities and
FREE NUTRITION
wanted to ease the burden, after
WORKSHOP
much-protested sailing cutbacks on
some routes and skyrocketing fares.
Tiered of diets? the Vitalis
(In keeping with this message, there
Wellness Centre will be hosting
was a much-appreciated lowering
a general nutrition session
of fares for Jan and Feb, and a
information session with a
re-instating the cancelled sailings,
registered dietitian
at least for now.)
This session will provide
It also sends a very confusing
general guidelines, while
message when BC is sailing ferries
highlighting easy tips on how
that are only half-full and leaving
to change our eating habits.
people behind, at the same time
The session is geared towards
that the Premier is trying to
those wanting to start thinking
promote his government as being
about why we eat as well as what
keen to reduce carbon emissions.
we eat. Healthy recipes will be
While the decision that led to
provided for young and old !
this situation was a federal one,
Saturday February 28, 1pm
the BC government will be the
ones wearing the poor optics of
Call Vitalis 250 285 3825 for
it, and has the power to fix it. As
your free registration !
I am writing about the new
situation where smaller-route
ferries on the BC coast have had
their passenger limit cut in half,
resulting in ferries now sailing
with space still on them and cars
left behind at the dock. While this
problem was caused by a recent
change in federal regulations, it
could easily be fixed if BC Ferries
added an extra staff member to
these boats. However, BC Ferries
has indicated that they can save
money by remaining shortstaffed and deliberately sailing
under capacity (despite greatly
irritating and inconveniencing
their customers).

GARDENING

WORKSHOPS

www.discoveryislander.ca

Classifieds
SERVICES

FERNBANK SAWMILL
Custom cutting at your place
or mine on a state-of-theart Woodmizer mill. We cut
everything from beams to siding.
Call Gerry Cote: 250-285-3651

Q-COVE APPLIANCE REPAIR
We are now a full service
appliance repair facility for
all of your domestic appliance
needs at affordable rates. We
are a new and used parts depot
for all appliances and carry a
good selection of quality rebuilt
appliances. All come with oneyear warranty on parts and
labour. Free delivery for most
of Quadra. Call 250-285-3425
or cell 250-202-3425

N O RW E X E N V I RO
P RO D U C T S ! Re d u c e
consumption of cleaning
chemicals in your home up
to 90% while cutting down
exposure to toxic fumes, ideal
for people with allergies and
chemical sensitivities. New
organic skin care without
parabens, call Nanci 285-3390
www.firesignartanddesign.com

PRISTINE
HOSEKEEPING
P R I S T I N E h o u s e ke e p i n g
services. Experienced
housekeeper using
enviromentally friendly
products. Excellent references.
Call Christine Husson: 250285-3669

STORES
AMPED ON NUTRITION

- Quadra Island’s Health
Food Store and Deli. We
carry vitamins, supplements,
alternative groceries and more.
Energize yourself with our
delicious, organic vegetarian deli
delights. Combining what you
need with what you want.
Open 10:00 am - 6 pm every
day except closed Sundays and
Mondays 250-285-3142
www.discoveryislander.ca

HELP WANTED

HOSPITALITY

QUADRA RECREATION
SOCIETY is seeking a youth
coordinator for a 6-month
contract position, with potential
for renewal. Responsibilities
include outreach and engaging
youth to identify activities
and events they can create
and take part in. Coordinator
will develop and implement a
work plan. Wage $15/hour,
based on 16 hours per month.
Closing date: Friday March 20th.
Please submit resumes to Sandy
Spearing, Quadra Community
Centre, Box 10, Quathiaski
Cove, BC, V0P 1N0. For details
contact Kerry Watson, 287-2421
ext. 321.

VACATION RENTAL
AVAILABLE

TSA-KWA-LUTEN LODGE
re-opens April 18th, 2009 and
we are seeking both mature and
youthful employees looking for
part or full time employment.
We are a progressive company
offering competitive wages, an
awesome oceanfront location
and transportation provided to
and from the ferry to the Lodge
for most work schedules.
Positions Available:
Breakfast or Line Cook
Chambermaid
Server or Relief Bartender
Dishwasher or Busser
Apply by fax: 250-285-2532 or
by Email: cat@capemudgeresort.
bc.ca
442-446

RV PARK HOST
2009 SEASON
This is a 7 day a week, onsite
Host position from mid May to
mid September and would be
ideally suited for a retired couple
or a husband/wife situation
where at least one person would
be on site to assist and welcome
arrivals. Good people skills
and an even temperament for
handling individuals and groups
are a definite requirement along
with the willingness to promote
the Lodge and its facilities in
exchange for site rental.
Apply by fax: 250-285-2532 or
by Email: cat@capemudgeresort.
bc.ca
442-448

		
For
SURGE NARROWS
February 27 - March 13
Time
00:41
06:55
13:27
19:30

m
2.0
4.7
1.9
4.1

ft.
6.6
15.4
6.2
13.5

28
01:15
Saturday 07:18
14:06
20:27

2.4
4.7
1.6
4.1

7.9
15.4
5.2
13.5

01
01:52
Sunday 07:45
14:51
21:34

2.7
4.7
1.4
4.0

8.9
15.4
4.6
13.1

Wanted: A house trade July 24th
and 25th. We have a 4 bedroom, 3
bath fully furnished view home, a
five minute walk from the centre
of Whistler. Come ride the new
Peak to Peak gondola, mountain
bike, ziptrek, hike, canoe, lake swim
and fish, or just relax. We need at
least two bedrooms for 3 adults.
References required. Call 604 9322090 or email prumoore@shaw.ca

02
02:32
Monday 08:16
15:41
22:52

3.0
4.7
1.3
4.0

9.8
15.4
4.3
13.1

03
03:22
Tuesday 08:54
16:38

3.4
4.6
1.3

11.2
15.1
4.3

04
00:21
Wednesday 04:33
09:41
17:42

4.1
3.6
4.4
1.2

13.5
11.8
14.4
3.9

HERIOT BAY INN

05
01:44
Thursday 06:14
10:46
18:49

4.2
3.7
4.3
1.2

13.8
12.1
14.1
3.9

06
Friday

02:47
07:55
12:11
19:54

4.4
3.6
4.1
1.1

14.4
11.8
13.5
3.6

07
03:34
Saturday 09:06
13:38
20:53

4.6
3.3
4.1
1.1

15.1
10.8
13.5
3.6

08
04:13
Sunday 09:58
14:55
21:46

4.8
3.0
4.1
1.1

15.7
9.8
13.5
3.6

09
04:49
Monday 10:42
16:01
22:34

4.8
2.6
4.2
1.2

15.7
8.5
13.8
3.9

10
05:21
Tuesday 11:22
17:00
23:19

4.9
2.3
4.3
1.4

16.1
7.5
14.1
4.6

11
05:51
4.8
Wednesday 12:00 2.0
17:56
4.4

15.7
6.6
14.4

12
00:02
Thursday 06:19
12:39
18:50

1.7
4.8
1.7
4.4

5.6
15.7
5.6
14.4

13
Friday

2.1
4.7
1.5
4.4

6.9
15.4
4.9
14.4

June-November Spectacular
views of ocean and coastal
mountains. Sleeps 4 adults, 2 kids
3 night minimum. On site massage
treatments available for the ultimate
holiday experience. Call Cynthia
for details 250-285-3195
HOUSE TRADE - WHISTLER
HOME for Quadra Island Home
one weekend this summer!

Open every day for breakfast
lunch and dinner! Herons Dining
Room. Sunday to Thursday
8:00am to 8:00 pm, Friday and
Saturday 8:ooam to 9:00pm.
See you at the good old HBI!
reservations recomended 2853322 ext259

C O M PA N Y C O M I N G ?
F I R E S I G N B & B offers

comfortable beds, kitchenette, quiet
privacy and delicious breakfasts on
forested acreage. We are inspected
by Tourism BC and members of
the BC B&B Innkeepers Guild.
Call now for our discounted winter
rates! Nanci 250-285-3390
www.firesignartanddesign.com

HELP WANTED
April Point Resort and Spa

HELP WANTED
Data Accounting Clerk
Strong background in Excel
and Hotel Systems Full Time
Seasonal, April 15 – October
20. Hourly, wages pending
experience.
Please email resume with
cover letter to michael_ohara@
obmg.com

Date
27
Friday

01:43
07:46
14:17
20:45

Please quote accounting in
subject line
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